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Dear Member,

The process of supervision of our banks is, for the average 

consumer, a mystery best left alone. There are many reasons for 

this, primary amongst them being the bewildering terminology 

and formality of terms and, of course, the acronyms.  For example, 

it will have taken us many years of engagement to understand the 

significant role that the EBA plays within the ECB system of the EU, 

especially in terms of NPLs and the NBA’s related concerns with 

LTV and LTI mortgage measures.

  Transparency is reflected through the 

use of plain English.  It facilitates understanding and indicates 

a willingness to be open and informative with detail. No hidden 

agenda.  Some years ago, when a banking president outlined how 

significant profits had been amassed that year through Negative 

Retrospective Augmentations, there was silence in the room.  It 

later emerged that he was referring to plain and simple – but, 

clearly, highly profitable - bank charges. There was, not for the 

first or the last time, clarity that there was a hidden agenda.

  We now hear that in excess of 1,000 ATMs 

have been placed on sale across the country and by two of our 

leading banks.  This came as a surprise to many customers of 

these banks as they would have assumed – not unreasonably 

– that regulation and oversight would have prevented such 

actions without some form of advice to or engagement with the 

customers who relied upon the ATMs in question. Oh, and who 

pay for these services transaction by transaction by bank charge 

by bank charge.

  So, despite the oversight of our National 

Banking Authority (NBA), the Central Bank (CB) and their reporting 

mechanism through the European Banking Authority (EBA) 

into the European Central Bank (ECB), this came unannounced 

and without consideration, of any kind, in terms of cost to the 

consumer of the banking service with whom they agreed terms 

and conditions. Of course, these were the banks’ terms and 

conditions – not those of the paying consumers of the service. 

There is no question but that there will be additional charges 

applied by the new owner(s) of these particular ATMs.  What 

is most of concern is that we see the heralding of another new 

approach from our friends in banking.  If it’s not sufficiently 

profitable – as with Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) – sell it!

  The solution to this is not by availing of 

cash-back facilities or limiting cash withdrawals.  Our national 

system does not allow for any significant level of less cash 

engagement (except of course, tapping, one of the most lucrative 

banking charges in years!) and cashless is entirely out of the 

question – for so very many reasons. So, we need to review what 

we are paying and what we are receiving in return. I suggest that, 

having done so, we will be decidedly unhappy with it and find it 

not fit for purpose and, most certainly, not as described.  However, 

we are left with the key questions of to whom can we complain?  

Who is responsible? Who cares?  What can be 

done? The plain English answer is, currently, as 

matters stand, no one and nothing!

http://www.thecai.ie
http://www.zavamedia.com
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NEWS BRIEFS

A Welcome Return 

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

For as long as I have been a consumer advisor I have been 
giving advice on returns and, especially, in the weeks fol-
lowing Christmas.  The advice has always been to do it as 
soon as possible, try to get a receipt or a gift receipt and, 
particularly, the reality that, unless there is something wrong 
with the item, you have no legal right of  return whatsoever.  
This year, for the first time, I have seen a new approach and, 
not for the first time, the ingenuity behind it is coming from 
the US retail sector that is keen to tackle the issue head-on.  
‘Happy Returns’ is a concept set up by a number of  the ma-
jor retail outlets across the US.  They have just over 700 loca-
tions where you bring back your unwanted gift, no postage or 
packing is required, they guarantee the return will take less 
than a minute and they give you a $5 voucher/coupon – for 
free.  UPS, who returned over 1.9 million packages in one 
day, has set up a returns section for eligible Amazon returns 
– with no packaging required and free shipping. Retailers like 
Macy’s and Best Buy have extended their returns dates and, 
generally, for those without receipts the guidance is ‘a kind 
ask’.  Not rocket science – well done!

Staying with US retail experience - a record number 
of retail outlets closed in 2019, capping off a decade 
of dramatic changes to consumer preferences as a 
result of online shopping.  Over 9,300 store closures 
last year, a 63% increase from 2018.  However, there 
are practicalities behind many of the closures, as un-
profitable branches in outlying areas were closed in a 
downsizing survival strategy.  In the US, bankruptcy 
and store closures are an opportunity for survival.  In 
terms of online, there are significant changes taking 
place as more shoppers are researching products 
online and then buying them in-store.  This has re-
sulted in investment in staff in order to improve the 
customer experience.  Retail analysts had noted how 
staff had “lost the ability to engage with consumers”.   
Finally – someone who understands me!

You will be hearing a lot from the CAI in 2020 about 
our actions, since 2007 and about to escalate, to bring 
consumer collective redress to Ireland and across the EU.  
This is often suggested to be akin to the US class-action 
procedure but that is, decidedly, not the case.  In Ireland, 
we need affordable actions to bring positive results for 
consumers and for the Association’s finances.   However, 
a recent class-action decision in San Francisco has the 
potential for worldwide impact.  There, a three-judge 
panel of the 9th US Circuit Court of Appeals declined a 
class-action lawsuit against Dr Pepper/Seven Up Inc.  The 
legal action was brought by a consumer who had been 
drinking Diet Dr Pepper for 13 years.  She suggested that 
advertising featuring skinny models enjoying the drink 
was deceptive and that aspartame, the calorie-free sweet-
ener in Diet Dr Pepper, can, in fact, lead to weight gain 
and other health challenges.  She felt cheated.  The court 
ruled that there is nothing deceptive about calling a soft 
drink ‘diet’ even if it doesn't help you lose weight.  One of 
the judges advised that such drinks could be a part of the 
process of dieting but that “when considering the term 
in its proper context, no reasonable consumer would as-
sume that Diet Dr Pepper's use of the term 'diet' promises 
weight loss or management”. Why call it ‘diet’ so?

New! Dieting – But Without The 
Weight Loss!

ANOTHER WELCOME RETURN
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Bolt is an Estonian-based taxi call/hailing operator 
formerly known as Taxify.  The company has 
been actively and, in certain areas, aggressively 
expanding across the EU.  The app provider is a 
direct competitor to Uber and made a significant 
impact statement when it launched on the London 
market last year.  The organisation raised over 
$240 million from a number of sources but notable 
within those were Germany’s Daimler Motor 

Company and Beijing-based Didi Chuxing the 
transportation facilitating giant.  Uber had serious 
legislative barriers to its service in Ireland and so 
focussed significantly on its food delivery services 
– Bolt will likely take a similar route (Apologies!).  
Whatever happens, this is another area becoming 
choked with providers who need to consider what 
the market wants and needs - and offers value for 
money. 

Hail To The Chef

THE CYCLE OF LIFE

Modmo is the brainchild of  23-year-old 
Jack O’Sullivan, an Irish entrepreneur 
living in Vietnam and who wants to create 
the best bike in the world.  He identi-
fied core issues for cyclists and has tried 
to resolve them with his modular electric 
bicycle.  A quick-release mount on the 
front and rear of  the bicycle allows you to 
easily add or remove a range of  accesso-
ries - including seats for children, surfboard 
racks, baskets, trailers, and temperature-
controlled food boxes for delivering food - 
in seconds, without any tools.  The battery 

has a capacity for up to 100km built into 
the frame tubes, making it invisible from 
the outside.  The unit has a touch-screen 
display built into the handlebars that runs 
Android and Google Maps.  Moreover, key 
to dealing with the EU-wide issue of  bicy-
cle theft, it has a GPS sensor hidden inside 
the frame, allowing owners to track bikes in 
the event of  theft.  Production is pending 
and I, for one, am keen to understand the 
safety considerations for this on our roads 
and for all concerned.  Surfboard rack, 
trailers…..really!

In case you missed it, last October, 
new Eco-design measures were intro-
duced by the European Commission 
and, believe me, this is a significant 
step forward for consumers.  For 
the first time, the reparability and 
recyclability of appliances are being 
determined and, from 2021, manufac-
turers will have to make appliances 
longer lasting, and they will have 
to supply spare parts for machines 
for up to ten years.  The rules ap-
ply to lighting, washing machines, 
dishwashers and fridges.  This is an 
enormous step forward for consum-

ers who have, for years, had little 
option but to dispose of expensive 
items that failed within, shall we say, 
inexplicably short life cycles that 
the average consumer would have 
expected to be better – especially at 
that price!  Under the European Com-
mission's new standards, manufac-
turers will have to make spare parts 
available to professional repairers.  
These parts will have to be accessible 
and replaceable using ‘commonly 
available tools’ and without damag-
ing the product.  

Consumer Lobbying  -  
Worth Supporting  
(Government Take Note!)
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

Food & Health
 by Clodagh O’Donoghue

For the second consecutive year, the 
Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) 
has reported an annual increase in the 
number of enforcement orders served 
on food businesses across the country 
due to breaches in food safety legislation.   
According to the FSAI, 124 enforcement 
orders were served on food businesses in 
2019, compared to 109 in 2018 and 69 in 
2017.   Enforcement orders are not issued 
for minor breaches of food safety legislation 
and practices but instead represent 
serious shortcomings on the part of the 
food business to safeguard the health of 
consumers who buy their products.  
  The FSAI has a statutory 
responsibility for enforcing food legislation 
in Ireland with the chief aim being to 
protect consumers’ health and interests.  
To this end, unscheduled inspections 
are carried out on food businesses the 
length and breadth of the country to 
detect and prevent breaches of food law 
and, where necessary, to take action to 
protect consumers.  Between 1st January 
and 31st December 2019, food inspectors 
served a total of 107 closure orders, four 
improvement orders and 13 prohibition 
orders on food businesses across Ireland.   
Some of the types of food safety issues that 
gave rise to enforcement orders during the 
year include the following:

• Evidence of rodent infestation, including 
rodent droppings and sightings of live and 
dead rodents

• Filthy conditions, including evidence of 
insect infestations and bird droppings and 
rusted and dirty cooking equipment and 
machinery

• Failure to maintain correct temperatures 
of foodstuffs, particularly meat, poultry and 
fish products, potentially causing harmful 
food-poisoning bacteria to grow and 
multiply

• Unsuitable food storage facilities, such 
as raw chicken directly contaminating 
ready-to-eat foods

• A lack of knowledge of food hygiene by 
staff and absence of training in proper food 
safety management, including an instance 
of staff filling out temperature and cleaning 
records in advance with nonfactual details 

• Inadequate or lack of water facilities for 
cleaning, including no hot water in the wash 
hand basin for use by food workers

• A lack of equipment and work space to 
allow for the safe preparation of allergen-
free food

  FSAI Chief Executive Dr Pamela 
Byrne notes that enforcement orders, and 
particularly closure orders and prohibition 
orders, are served on food businesses “only 
when a serious risk to consumer health has 
been identified or where there are a number 
of ongoing breaches of food legislation 
that could cause serious hygiene or other 
operational issues”.   Although the vast 
majority of food businesses are compliant 
with food safety legislation, food inspectors 
are encountering the same issues and 
negligent practices time and time again.  Dr 
Byrne has observed that “it is disappointing 
to see an increase in enforcement orders 
for the second consecutive year and 
businesses should take action to prevent 
the trend continuing into 2020”. 
  As consumers, we deserve to be 
confident that the food we buy in cafes, 
restaurants and takeaways has been 
prepared with due care and consideration 
using best food safety practice and will not 
cause a risk to our health.  The FSAI works 
to ensure that this is the case and if any 
consumer has concerns about the hygiene 
standards in a food business or wishes to 
report suspected food poisoning, they can 
contact the FSAI advice line on 1890 336677 
or through its website at https://www.fsai.ie/
makeacomplaint/.

Number of FSAI enforcement orders rise 
again

Worldwide, the majority of teenagers are 
not doing enough physical activity and, in 
most countries - and particularly in Ireland 
- girls are less active than boys.   These are 
the findings of a World Health Organisation 
(WHO)-led study conducted 2001 to 2016 
and based on school surveys of 1.6 million 
young people aged between 11 and 17 
years living across 146 countries.   The 
researchers looked at all kinds of physical 
activity, including domestic chores, walking 
and cycling, PE in schools and sports.  
Findings reveal that 85% of girls and 78% 
of boys were not meeting physical activity 

recommendations, currently set at 60 
minutes of moderate or vigorous exercise 
daily.
  Girls were less active than boys 
in all but four countries studied - Tonga, 
Samoa, Afghanistan and Zambia.    In 
29% of countries, the difference in the 
proportion of boys and girls meeting 
activity recommendations was more than 
10 percentage points, with the largest gaps 
seen in Ireland and the US and measured at 
more than 15 percentage points.
  The findings show that many of 
our teenagers are missing out on the range 

of health benefits that physical activity 
brings during adolescence, including 
improved muscular and cardiovascular 
fitness, better bone health and positive 
impacts on weight and mental health.  
Moreover, evidence suggests that these 
benefits continue into later life.  The study 
concludes that urgent action is needed 
across a range of sectors, from education to 
urban planning, to increase physical activity 
among young age groups and particularly 
to promote and retain the participation of 
girls in exercise of all forms. 

Most teenagers not getting enough exercise
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MONEY NEWS

Money News Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

Consumers 
Need Mortgage 
Advice 

“Many mortgage holders are not 
clear on basic aspects of how  
mortgage products work.”   

According to a study carried out by the 
Economic and Social Research Institute 
(ESRI), consumers make better long-term 
decisions about mortgages when they 
avail of some of the resources available, 
such as reading the official advice on 
switching.  It is also reported, however, 
that many mortgage holders are not 
clear on basic aspects of how mortgage 
products work.  This is an alarming finding 
when you consider it in the context of 
a mortgage being a consumer’s largest 
lifetime financial investment.
  Commissioned by the 
Competition and Consumer Protection 
Commission (CCPC), the Behavioural 
Research Unit of the ESRI carried out an 
experiment using a representative sample 
of mortgage holders who answered 
questions about how mortgages work 
and documented what they thought they 
might have to do to switch mortgages.  
They also reviewed and rated switching 
offers.  Responses were recorded prior to 
reviewing switching advice and responses 
were then recorded after consumers had 
read the switching advice available.  The 
results revealed that consumers were 
initially drawn to high cashback offers 
that proved to be more expensive overall.  
For example, on average, consumers said 
they would opt for €2,200 in cashback 
over a 0.4% better APR.  However, for 
the average mortgage, this would be the 
equivalent of taking out a loan for €2,200 
at 24% interest.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  After reading 
the advice available on 
switching, consumers 
focused more on APR 
and the long-term 
savings that could be 
made.  Consumers 
became more confident 
about selecting good 
deals after reviewing the 
switching guidelines.  
New regulations 
introduced in 2019 
require lenders to direct 
consumers to switching 
advice and the advice 
from the Consumers’ 
Association of Ireland 
is to follow through and 
study that switching 
advice carefully. 
  The 
research results also 
demonstrate serious 
misunderstanding 
around how a consumer 
would go about 
switching.  Only one third 
of those in the study 
realised they would 
need a solicitor to switch and just one 
quarter realised they would need to have 
the property revalued.  These aspects of 
switching represent the most substantial 
costs involved in the process and 
therefore are essential to understanding 
whether you will save money or how 
much money you can save by switching. 
  Worryingly, most consumers 
failed to understand one or more basic 
aspects of mortgage products, such as 
how repayments relate to the cost and 
length of a mortgage, the implications of 
paying only interest, or the extent of debt 
liability.
  Mortgage holders generally 
spend a significant portion of their income 

on mortgage repayments and getting the 
best deal out there can reap real financial 
rewards over the term of a typical 
mortgage. The ability to make informed 
decisions, however, is of paramount 
importance and understanding the 
significance of securing long-term savings 
through a lower APR is crucial.  The 
CCPC provides a mortgage comparison 
tool on its website, ccpc.ie, that offers 
independent information on what is on 
offer in the mortgage market and can 
be used both by first-time buyers and by 
holders of existing mortgages who are 
investigating switching possibilities and 
looking to see if there is a better deal 
available.
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In 2019, for the first time, a printed telephone 
directory was not automatically delivered to 
households and businesses and, instead, consumers 
who wanted a copy of the 2019/2020 version had to 
specifically pre-order it.  They could then collect their 
copy from their nearest eir retail store free of charge 
or, alternatively, opt to pay a standard delivery 
charge to have the directory sent to their home or 
place of work.   The Commission for Communications 
Regulation (ComReg) notes that the level of demand 
for printed directories was quite low last year and, 
as a result, the regulatory body is now considering, 
amongst other options, ceasing the obligation to 
provide a printed phonebook directory.  A public 
consultation on the matter has recently closed and 

ComReg will consider all submissions and responses 
before coming to a final decision on the future of the 
printed telephone directory.
  Currently, eir provides a free online 
phonebook directory at www.eirphonebook.ie 
or phone numbers may be obtained through an 
internet search of businesses or organisations.  
Directory enquiry services are also available but the 
Consumers’ Association of Ireland notes the high 
charges that may be incurred using these services, 
particularly if you choose the onward connection 
service.   Consumers are urged to check the charges 
involved with their landline or mobile provider before 
availing of these services and ComReg provides a 
price comparison tool at www.comreg.ie/compare/.

The Future of the Printed Telephone Directory 

Central Bank Warnings

On 22nd January, the Central Bank of 
Ireland published a warning to the public 
in relation to two unauthorised firms - 
unsecuredloansland (Ireland) operating 
from www.unsecuredloansland.com 
and  Best Loans Land Limited (Ireland 
and France) operating from www.

bestloansland.com.  Both firms were 
advertising loans through their respective 
websites but they are not authorised 
by the Central Bank to provide financial 
services or to act as a retail credit firm or 
moneylender.   
  The Central Bank reports that 
since obtaining the necessary legal powers 
in August 1998, it has published the names 
of 386 unauthorised firms.  Consumers are 
advised to take a number of steps before 
dealing with firms or persons that purport 
to offer financial services to ensure that 
they are properly authorised by the 
Central Bank.  Firstly, consumers who wish 
to obtain a loan, insurance, investment or 
pension, or who wish to obtain investment 
advice, should check the register on the 
Central Bank website at http://registers.
centralbank.ie/ to ensure they are dealing 
with a Central Bank authorised firm or 

person.  Consumers should always access 
the register from the Central Bank website, 
rather than through links in emails or on a 
firm’s or person’s website.
  Secondly, consumers should 
always double-check the URL and contact 
details of a firm or person in case it is a 
clone pretending to be an authorised firm 
or person - for example, pretending to be 
their bank or a genuine investment firm in 
existence.  
  Finally, consumers should check 
the list of unauthorised firms on the 
Central Bank website. However, if the firm 
or person is not on the Central Bank list, 
consumers cannot assume it is by default 
legitimate as it may simply not have been 
reported yet.  Consumers can report an 
unauthorised firm through the Central 
Bank website or by phoning 01 224 4000. 

Charges For Unwanted Texts
Consumers examining their phone bills 
may find themselves being charged by a 
text messaging company that they do not 
recognise and be at a loss to know what 
to do to stop incurring further expense.  In 
such cases, it may be that the consumer 
has unknowingly signed up to a premium 
rate subscription (PRS) service.  According 
to the Commission for Communications 
Regulation (ComReg), 40% of all consumer 
complaints made to the regulatory 
body in the third quarter of 2019 related 
to premium rate text services.   These 
services are numbers that start with the 
prefixes 53XXX to 59XXX and are often 
associated with competitions, quizzes, 
games or other forms of entertainment.  
They typically are charged at a higher rate 

than a standard text and if your number 
is subscribed to a PRS there will be an 
ongoing charge.   If you find a premium 
rate charge on your phone bill that you 
cannot account for, consider first if 
your number is subscribed to a PRS.  To 
discontinue the service and prevent being 
billed further, you can text “Stop” to the 
number to unsubscribe and this text will 
cost no more than the standard rate text 
charge.  You can also get PRS blocked 
from your phone by your mobile operator.  
Three, Vodafone and eirMobile all provide 
a barring facility free of charge that allows 
you to block PRS services and this should 
take effect no later than 14 days after you 
contact them through their customer care 
channels.

  In addition, there are a number 
of steps you can take if you wish to make a 
complaint:

• Log a complaint with the PRS provider.  
ComReg provides a PRS checker facility at 
https://servicechecker.comreg.ie/ to help 
you identify who the PRS provider is or 
your mobile provider may be able to help 
here also.

• Log an official complaint with your mobile 
provider.

• Contact ComReg’s Consumer Care Team 
if you fail to resolve the issue having 
contacted the PRS provider and your 
mobile operator.
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Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

Product/Tech  News

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’ 
Association of Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorse-
ment of them. 

Two Canadian entrepreneurs have come up with a toothpaste 
solution that eliminates the need for plastic tubes.  With no 
recycling option currently, hundreds of millions of squeezed-out 
toothpaste tubes end up in landfill around the world annually, 
where it takes 500 years to break down the multiple layers of 
plastics, polymers and resins.  But what is the environmentally 
conscious consumer who wants to take care of their teeth to 
do?   Enter Change Toothpaste, a new teeth cleaning product 
that comes in the form of a tablet, removing the need for a tube 
altogether.  You simply place the small white tablet between 
the back teeth, gently bite down and then brush with a wet 
toothbrush.  The broken tablet will begin to foam and you brush 
your teeth as normal.
  The creators of Change Toothpaste tested over 100 
different formulations and consulted with dental and medical 
practitioners to ensure that all ingredients were safe for both 
adults and children.  They knew that it was important that the 
product would have a pleasant taste and work just like regular 
toothpaste or they would not get consumers to make the change.  
The Change Toothpaste tablets are suitable for vegans and are 
free from gluten, dairy, nuts and soy as well as containing no 

harsh chemicals.   Although the current product does not contain 
fluoride, the creators are working on a new formula that will 
incorporate fluoride-containing compounds to help prevent tooth 
decay.
  Packaged in 100% compostable paper pouches, each 
bag contains 65 spearmint-flavoured tablets, enough for around 
one month for a single user at a cost of $9.95 (€8.95).   To further 
eliminate plastic from your brushing routine, you can also buy a 
bamboo toothbrush with your order for an additional $7.50 (€6.73) 
and the company ships directly to Ireland.

Something to smile about

The third annual Dublin Smartphone Film Festival - an international event dedicated to short films, documentaries, animations 
and music videos shot exclusively on a phone or tablet - took place on 25th January.   The festival celebrates the fact that 
expensive technology is no longer a barrier to creativity as “the mobile phone has expanded the scope and freedom for 
filmmakers, providing limitless possibilities in the palm of your hand”.
  According to festival founder and filmmaker Rob Fitzhugh, the event aims to “encourage the next generation of 
filmmakers to create their stories using their phones and to provide them with a platform to present these stories to a wider 
audience”.
  Since its creation two years ago, the festival has attracted enormous interest from smartphone filmmakers all over 
the world and, in 2019, it received a record 200 submissions, 25 of which were selected for screening on the night.  Alongside 
the screenings, the one-day festival featured the Smartphone Filmmaking Challenge, which invited filmmakers to create a one-
minute-long short film over the course of a few hours, plus a workshop on how to make best use of gimbals to ensure smooth 
footage.   Both these events carried a nominal charge of €5, with proceeds donated to funds to help wildlife in the Australian 
bush fires.  
  Other workshops for both newcomers to the world of smartphone filmmaking and more advanced practitioners are 
held throughout the year and submissions are now invited for the 2020 competition.  Awards will be given in the following 
categories:  best Irish film, best fiction, best animation, best 360/VR film, best music video, best documentary and best under 
16.   Entries must be original, not infringe copyright or trademarks and be no longer than 15 minutes in duration.  In addition, 
the work must be shot exclusively on a smartphone or tablet, though additional production equipment - such as lighting, boom, 
tripod and sound equipment - is permitted.   An entry fee of $12 is charged to cover administration costs for running the festival.   
For more information, visit https://www.dublinsmartphonefilmfestival.com.

Dublin Smartphone Film Festival
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Every year in January the Consumer 
Electronics Show (CES) is held in Las Vegas 
where big-name manufacturers and unknown 
start-ups come to show off their latest and 
greatest appliances and devices.  Although 
the event offers its fair share of fanciful and 
fantastical items that never actually make it 
onto the market, it also represents a reliable 
barometer of where the world of consumer 
electronics is headed and the directions 
technology is likely to take over the next few 
years.  While some novelties or innovations 
that debuted at CES a few years back have 
disappeared without a trace, others are 
now mainstream products on shop floors.  
Consumer Choice takes a peek at what CES 
2020 had to offer in two key categories – 
televisions and transportation.

Televisions
TVs are always a major focus at CES and this 
year was no exception.  Just as consumers 
are settling in to enjoy 4K content, the TV 
industry has again upped the ante with both 
Samsung and LG offering 8K TVs.  Samsung’s 
new flagship 8K QLED TV, the Q950TS, has 
a screen-to-body ratio of 99%, so that it has 

virtually no bezels.  This model measures 85 
inches diagonally and, at a mere 15mm thick, it 
basically sits flush against the wall.  Meanwhile, 
LG used CES to show off new entries in two 
of its ranges, the Signature OLED 8K TVs and 
Nanocell TVs, measuring 77 inches and 65 
inches, respectively.   Both companies claim 
their new devices can upscale full HD and 4K 
content to 8K, which is useful as there is little 
8K content currently available.  In addition, 
LG models can automatically boost speech 
to make dialogue clearer while Samsung 
will adjust sound levels when it detects 
background noises like vacuum cleaners.  
Separately, Samsung showcased a new TV 
model called Sero, which features a display 
that can rotate either horizontally or vertically, 
aimed at providing a smartphone-like viewing 
experience.
  For a flexible TV solution, LG Display 
has also further developed its rollable TV idea, 
first showcased in 2018.  Then, the company 
unveiled an ultra-thin OLED display that could 
be pulled out of a base unit as needed to 
become a 65-inch 4K screen and rolled back 
again to be hidden from view when not in use.   
This concept still involves taking up valuable 
floorspace but, with the latest tweak, the TV 
will reside in the ceiling and can be pulled 
down in time for a spot of family viewing or a 
TV-binging session.
  Flexible screens were also in 
evidence in other technology categories.  For 
example, Lenovo introduced what it is calling 
“the world’s first foldable PC”, which is set to 
go on sale later in 2020.  Called the ThinkPadX1 
Fold, the device initially looks like a normal 
tablet measuring 13.3 inches diagonally but 
the screen can be bent to a 90° angle for use 
like a standard laptop or be literally folded in 
half and closed over like a book.    When the 
screen is folded at a right angle, it can be used 
to multitask, with one programme running on 
the top and another running on the bottom, 
and users can type either on a virtual keyboard 
or on a physical external magnetic Bluetooth 
keyboard.  Pricing is expected to be around 
$2,500 (€2,245).

Transportation
A number of innovative transportation 
solutions were on display at CES 2020.  One 
example was the Manta5 Hydrofoil Bike, an 
e-bike that is part plane and is designed to 
mimic cycling but on water.  For those who 
prefer to stay on dry land, there was also the 
Segway S-Pod, described by observers as 
an odd-looking chair on wheels.  Designed 
for enclosed spaces like airports and malls, 
the S-Pod can go up to 24 miles an hour, with 
a knob enabling speed control.  Also from 
Segway comes a robotic scooter dubbed the 
T60 that is intended for use in scooter-share 
programmes.  Alongside Segway’s usual 
self-balancing technology that can correct 
for bumps to smooth out the ride, the T60 
has a novel ability – it can be summoned via 
an app and nearby scooters can steer around 
obstacles and drive themselves to you.  In 
addition, rideshare companies can ghost-drive 
multiple scooters at once to charging stations 
in the vicinity.   Though these automation 
features sound impressive, practicalities 
arise as to how much of a hazard self-driving 
scooters will pose to unsuspecting pedestrians 
and other road users.
  Finally, the age of the flying taxi 
seems to be drawing nearer.  Hyundai has 
partnered with Uber to unveil an air taxi that 
seeks to transform the future of urban mobility 
and take the ride-sharing business model to 
the sky.   Hyundai’s S-A1 is a four-passenger 
electric aircraft designed for short urban 
journeys made possible by helicopter-style 
vertical take-off and landing.  Still a concept at 
the moment, a Hyundai spokesperson has said 
that the first prototype will be ready by 2023.
In a similar vein, Bell has returned to CES with 
a new and improved version of its Nexus 4EX 
air taxi concept that makes do with fewer 
rotors than the original.  In addition, Bell 
has introduced a new all-electric mode for 
zero-emission travel over urban areas.  The 
company claims that the Nexus 4EX will be 
capable of flying four to five passengers plus a 
pilot distances of around 100 km (62 miles) at 
a time.   

CES 2020
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LIFESTYLE / Commemorative coins 

A collector coin or coin set commemorating significant events in  
Irish history or people of national importance can make for a unique gift for a special occasion or 
a thoughtful keepsake that can be passed from generation to generation. But what do you need to 
know about buying these products?

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Collector Coins  
and Coin Sets

Commemorative coins
The Central Bank of Ireland (as agent for the 
Minister for Finance) is the only body that 
has the statutory authority to issue legal 
tender in Ireland, in the form of both general 
circulating and commemorative coins.  
Ireland has been issuing commemorative 
proof coins since the Irish Free State was 
founded.  The first Irish proof set was issued 
in 1928 and gathered together all the original 
circulating coins in proof quality. Proof coins 
are collectable coins that are not intended for 
general circulation and are made to a higher 
quality than general circulating coins.   To 
give them an exceptionally shiny, mirror-like 
finish, proof coins are minted using specially 
polished dies and blanks and they are struck 
at least twice during the minting process, as 
opposed to general circulating coins, which 
are struck once.  Moreover, proof coins are 
individually handled and protectively stored 
to prevent tarnishing.   Their collectable 
quality comes from their defined, intricate, 
polished appearance, along with their limited 
availability and their silver and gold content.   
All Irish silver proof coins contain .925 sterling 
silver, while gold versions contain .999 fine 
gold.  
  The Central Bank has also issued 
commemorative circulating coins, with 
pre-euro examples including the 1966 special 
ten-shilling coin featuring Pádraig Pearse to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the 
Easter Rising and the 1988 50p coin issued 
to celebrate the Dublin Millennium, featuring 
a design based on the Dublin City Coat of 
Arms.  Alongside Irish commemorative coins, 
the Central Bank issues collector coins under 
the European Silver Coin Programme, also 
known as the Europa Star Programme, with 

10

the aim of celebrating European identity.   The 
coins feature the Europa Star symbol and are 
issued annually under a shared theme, which, 
for 2016 to 2020, is ‘the ages of Europe’.  For 
example, for 2017, a silver proof coin with a 
face value of €10 featuring Dublin’s Ha’penny 
Bridge was issued under the programme.

Making a purchase
If you are tempted to buy a commemorative 
coin or coin set, then you will need to 
purchase it directly from the Central Bank 
at collectorcoins.ie where a variety of items 
are on offer at a range of prices.  Here you 
can purchase annual mint sets - including 
the 2019 set marking the first sitting of Dáil 
Eireann (€34.99) - or baby sets in a range of 
years (€24.99 - €33).   Also available are silver 
proof coins with a face value of €15 marking 
such events as the 100th anniversary in 2018 
of women’s right to vote (€63) and in 2016 of 
the proclamation of the Irish Republic (€44.99) 
or celebrating the life and work of significant 
figures like Bram Stoker and Jonathan Swift 
(€60 each).    The Central Bank notes that all 
collector coins are produced to strict issue 
limits so if a coin or coin set is unavailable for 
purchase on its website, it is sold out.  For 
example, the silver coins commemorating 
the work of Irish musicians Phil Lynott and 
Rory Gallagher, issued in 2019 and 2018, 
respectively, as part of the ‘Modern Irish 
Musicians’ series and with a limited run of 
3,000 pieces each, are no longer available.   
Those prepared to splash out might like to 
know that a gold proof coin with a face value 
of €100 celebrating 100 years of Dáil Éireann is 
still available in limited numbers with a hefty 
price tag of €895.  Purchases may be made 
online with delivery through registered post or 
parcel post at an additional cost.

Upcoming coins
Typically, the Central Bank issues four or five 

new products each year.  In 2020, the collector 
coin programme will feature, alongside 
the annual mint set and baby set, two €15 
silver proof coins to commemorate the 80th 
anniversary of the birth of Irish musician and 
singer Luke Kelly and the political, medical 
and social achievements of Dr Kathleen Lynn.  
As part of the Europa Star programme, a €10 
silver proof coin will commemorate Gothic 
architecture in Ireland.    
  The Central Bank has appointed 
the Numismatic Advisory Committee to make 
recommendations and evaluate suggestions 
for the themes of future coin issue programmes 
and public input and proposals are welcomed.  
If you have a design suggestion, you can submit 
it at https://www.centralbank.ie/contact-us/
central-bank-department-contacts/collector-
coin  at least 18 months in advance of the 
proposed launch date to ensure sufficient time 
for it to be included in the evaluation process.
  Consumers are advised that only 
the Central Bank can mint legal tender to 
commemorate historic events and these coins 
can only be purchased through the Central 
Bank.  There has been a growing business over 
recent years, as the Decade of Centenaries has 
progressed, in private companies making and 
selling metal coin-like items marking events 
and figures connected to the foundation of 
the state.  Such items should be described 
as medals or tokens rather than coins to 
remove any potential confusion in the minds of 
consumers.
  Moreover, while Central Bank-issued 
collector coins are legal tender in Ireland, you 
won’t be able to use them in a shop or lodge 
them to your bank account.  You can redeem 
the face value of these coins from the Central 
Bank, but owners should be aware that these 
items are likely to be worth rather more than 
their face value.
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Lifestyle / Sustainable living

How can we reduce our use of single-use plastics 
and other disposable items in the home?  Consumer 
Choice looks at some planet-friendly reusable 
alternatives. 

Reducing Waste at Home – 
Some Sustainable Solutions

More than ever, we are all too aware of 
the damage we are doing to the planet 
with our consumption patterns.  Most 
of us are keen to mend our ways and 
adopt behaviours that will cut down on 
the plastic waste we produce on a daily, 
weekly and monthly basis.  Eurostat 
figures have repeatedly revealed 
Ireland to be the top producer of plastic 
waste in the EU, with latest estimates 
suggesting that we generate 57.9kg 
per person per year.  Although industry 
and retailers have clear obligations 
to rethink packaging strategies to 
help reduce these high figures, we as 
individual consumers need to take 
charge of our plastic waste and seek out 
possible alternatives.  Single-use plastic 
items and other disposable products 
have come in for particular criticism.  
Some swaps are now second nature to 
us – ‘bags for life’ for our groceries, keep 
cups for our takeaway coffee, reusable 
bottles and beakers for our water and 
other beverages... But is there more 
that we can do?  Consumer Choice takes 
a look around the home to see where 
some changes can be made for more 
sustainable living, particularly in the 

kitchen and bathroom.

In the kitchen
In the typical home as we strive to 
become more environmentally friendly, 
the kitchen may present one of the 
trickiest challenges as we repeatedly 
reach for sheet after sheet of kitchen 
paper and unfurl metres of tinfoil and 
cling film.  Given the growing awareness 
of food waste, we all should be taking 
good care of our leftovers, storing them 
safely to retain freshness so that they 
can be enjoyed the following day.   The 
convenience of cling film and tinfoil is 
undeniable here and there is a comfort 
in the familiarity of these products – we 
know that they do a reliable job of 
keeping our food fresh and they help 
to prevent flavours, smells and drips 
seeping from one item to another in 
the fridge.  Moreover, cling film and 
tinfoil do a great job of keeping our 
sandwiches intact on the commute to 
work, school or college.  However, these 
single-use products are generally not 
recyclable and almost inevitably end up 
in landfill.   Similarly, though it may seem 
indispensable as we mop up endless 

spills and splatters, kitchen paper is 
again not recyclable and adds to the 
mountain of single-use paper consumed 
in the home.  A variety of products 
are now available that offer reusable 
alternatives, whether you are looking to 
store leftovers, pack food for lunch on 
the go or wipe away soggy messes.

Waxed wraps
An increasingly available and popular 
product are reusable food wrappers or 
covers made from cloth that is coated 
with beeswax or, for vegan versions, soy 
or other plant waxes.  The wax coating 
makes them flexible, particularly when 
they are warmed with the heat from 
your hands, and these covers can be 
moulded and shaped around your food 
items or across the tops of jars or bowls.   
Often made with patterned organic 
cotton and/or using organic plant-based 
dyes, these food wraps may be sold 
individually or come in multipacks of 
varying sizes to fit different types of 
food items and kitchenware.  Typically, 
these wraps can be washed and reused 
for up to 12 months, at which point they 
can be re-waxed or composted.  You 

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
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won’t be able to pop these wraps in 
the dishwasher or microwave as heat 
of all sorts needs to be avoided.  You 
can use these products in conjunction 
with cheese, vegetables, fruit, herbs, 
bread and baked goods but they are not 
suitable for use with raw meat or poultry 
as they cannot be washed in hot water.  
Instead, it is recommended that washing 
is done with cool water and a mild 
dishwashing detergent before air-drying 
the wrap.   Their clinging effectiveness 
can vary, so you may need a rubber 
band to secure these cloths around 
containers.  

Silicone food savers 
Another option for keeping food fresh 
while ditching the cling film is to 
invest in a set of silicone food savers, 
sometimes called ‘huggers’.   These are 
shallow, expandable silicone ‘cups’ that 
fit snugly around the cut edge of fruits 
and vegetables with the aim of keeping 
them fresher for longer.  These items 
often come in sets of different sizes 
to fit a variety of fruit and veg, such as 
apples, onions, cucumbers and lemons.  
They can also be put to work, sealing 
cans, jars or other small containers.  
They are simple to use, can be reused 
multiple times and do a good job of 
maintaining freshness.  However, once 
they tear or crack, they are typically not 
biodegradable and they may pick up 
odours from strong-smelling food.

Reusable silicone film
Again made from silicone, reusable film 

is available that works similar to cling 
film but without the need to throw it 
away once the job is done.  Food-grade 
silicone film offers the benefits of 
being a flexible, stretchy and reusable 
alternative to cling film or baking paper.  
Typically, it is dishwasher, microwave 
and oven-safe, though not at the highest 
temperatures.  A drawback is that, once 
it has come to the end of its usable life, 
this film is not biodegradable.

Reusable kitchen roll
A new era of reusable kitchen rolls, 
sometimes referred to as ‘unpaper 
towels’, has emerged, with some 
companies offering reusable products 
made from bamboo.   Although, sheet 
for sheet, these rolls are significantly 
more expensive to purchase initially, 
manufacturers claim that each sheet 
can be used over and over again – with 
claims of up to 100 times in some 
cases.   Similar to a cloth towel, reusable 
kitchen rolls require regular washing 
so a downside is the additional laundry 
created.  Most of these products are 
machine washable and, since bamboo 
is biodegradable, they can be tossed 
into the compost at the end of their 
useful life.   Other products described 
as reusable kitchen rolls comprise of 
a number of cloth sheets that snap 
together and can be stored as a roll on 
your countertop until needed.
  Our table below gives an 
indication of just some of the reusable 
kitchen products on offer online 
and in shops and the prices you can 

expect to pay.  Of course, it may not 
be necessary to buy any new products 
at all – reusable or otherwise – if we 
commit to making use of the equipment 
we already have and return to traditional 
methods of storing food using a simple 
plate to cover a bowl or a clean tea 
towel to wrap around bread.  Similarly, 
as an alternative to kitchen paper, an 
old-fashioned dishcloth can be the way 
to go.  Studies have shown, however, 
that - not surprisingly - dishcloths are a 
fertile breeding ground for bacteria, with 
many households harbouring heavily 
contaminated cloths at the side of their 
sink.   Ideally, a dishcloth needs to be 
washed in 60°C water after every use, 
with implications for energy and water 
consumption.  In addition, the beauty 
of paper towels is that they can be used 
to wipe up particularly unpleasant and 
unhygienic substances, from the juices 
from raw meat to messes left by pets 
– and you can then just toss the paper 
towel in the bin and forget about it.  A 
reusable cloth exposed to the same level 
of bacteria would require significant 
washing and disinfecting and you may 
feel disinclined to reuse it.  From a 
hygiene standpoint, it may be pragmatic 
to keep some paper towels for handling 
bacteria-laden spillages and use cloths 
or reusable products for more mundane 
drips and splatters.

Category Product  Name Package Size Price (€) Source Found

Reusable kitchen paper Eco Egg Reusable Kitchen Roll 20 sheets 11.99 earthmother.ie

Reusable Kitchen Roll 5 sheets 28.95 irelandbeeswaxwraps.ie  

EarthKind Unpaper Towel Set 8 sheets 30.67 etsy.com

Beeswax/vegan food wraps Busy Bee Wrap 4 pack, varous sizes 16.95 irelandbeeswaxwraps.ie  

Abeego  Beeswax Food Wrap 3 pack, various sizes 18.00 nourish.ie

Millbee Beeswax Food Wrap 3 pack, various sizes 20.00 millbee.com

Hanna's Vegan-Wrap 3 pack, various sizes 20.00 greenoutlook.ie

Vegan Candelilla Wax & Organic 2 pack, 30cmx30cm 16.00 emmas.ie

Silicone food savers Food Huggers Savers 4 pack, various sizes 14.95 meadowsandbyrne.com

The Great Goods Co.Silicone Food 4 pack, various sizes 12.26 etsy.com

Reusable silicone film Magic Over Silicone Sheets 3 pack, various sizes 15.50 designist.ie

Table:  A selection of reusable alternatives for the kitchen

 *The products included here are a selection of items in each category for illustrative purposes. These products have not been tested by the Consumer's Association of Ireland.   The sources outlined may not be the only stockists of the items and the 

reliability of their sales service has not been verified.
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It may be that we need to totally rethink the way that food products are distributed and sold.  
One way of effectively tackling the amount of plastic and packaging waste that we generate 
is to eliminate the amount of excess packaging coming into our homes in the first place.  
Supermarkets are increasingly offering loose fruit and vegetables, doing away with plastic 
trays and currently unrecyclable soft plastic bags.  One UK supermarket, Waitrose, has 
gone a step further and is trialling refill stations at a number of its outlets where customers 
can purchase a reusable container and return to refill it when the product runs out.   A 
whopping 120 items are on offer in the Waitrose Unpacked range, from strawberries and 
pasta to laundry detergent, coffee beans and even wine.   Our UK colleagues at Which 
have conducted research to see if this novel approach is kinder to the wallet as well as 
to the planet and found that three-quarters of the items offered in refillable or loose form 
cost the same amount or less than a comparable quantity in packaged form.  In addition, 
because you will be buying exactly the amount you need, the strategy should – theoretically 
at least – lead to less food waste in the home.
  Here in Ireland, a number of outlets offering refill options have started 
to crop up where customers can bring their own containers to stock up on everyday essentials from porridge oats to washing up liquid 
– eliminating the packaging that typically comes with these products.  One website, gozero.ie, proclaims itself to be “The Zero Waste 
Directory of Ireland” and provides listings of stores in your area that offer refill facilities, bulk buying and unpackaged/plastic-free goods.  
Finding a local outlet that will enable us to drastically cut the amount of packaging we bring into our home could be a great way to 
streamline and reduce our plastic use.

Refilling options

  

The bathroom is an area in the home that sees a massive influx of plastic-clad products.  
Generally, shampoo and shower gel bottles can be recycled and with liquid soap dispensers 
you just need to remove the pump action spray before tossing the container into the recycling 
bin.  But is there a way to cut down on the serious amount of plastic and packaging waste we 
generate with our cleansing and personal care routines?  
  One possibility is to join the clear move back towards the humble soap bar.  
For years, this traditional product has been ousted from bathrooms in favour of liquid soap and 
shower gel but these products add to the small mountain of plastic that each of us generates 
on a yearly basis.   It is now becoming fashionable to eshew the bottle for the bar - which often 
comes wrapped in little more than a small piece of recyclable or compostable paper, typically 
lasts longer than a bottle of liquid soap and has a much smaller carbon footprint.
  It is not just hand-washing and showering that can benefit from opting 
for bars over bottles. A rising number of shampoo and conditioner bars are appearing on 
the market.  Shampoo bars may involve some trial and error to find one that suits you.  

Manufacturers freely admit that there is often a lead-in period when using shampoo bars, as hair can feel oily and unclean for the first 
few washes.  Manufacturers claim that this is because the hair needs time to adjust from potentially chemical-laden products but that 
once the scalp and hair adapts, they begin to produce their own healthy, protective oils.  If you live in a hard-water area, you may find the 
shampoo bar does not perform as it should.  In addition, these are natural products and many are best used within six months.
  Bamboo toothbrushes are now readily available as an alternative to plastic brushes but it is a little harder to find 
an alternative to toothpaste that comes in the familiar tube.  Squeezed-out tubes of toothpaste are not generally recyclable so new 
thinking is needed here.  Homemade options using baking soda and sea salt and recipes for making your own tooth soap are often 
suggested – and toothpaste tablets are starting to emerge.  These products are typically made from natural ingredients, look like small 
mints and can foam like toothpaste when bitten down on and used in conjunction with a toothbrush.  All packaging is typically recyclable 
or compostable.   It is best to discuss such alternatives with a dentist, however, before making any long-term changes to your dental 
routine.
  Inexpensive disposable razors typically use a mix of plastic materials and cannot be recycled so a better long-term 
option is a quality metal razor where you can swap new blades as needed instead of ditching the entire unit.  Not only are they more 
environmentally friendly, but these quality products often do a better job and look more attractive in your bathroom cabinet.  Another 
alternative is to invest in an electric shaver that offers the benefits of speed and convenience.
  When it comes to our makeup routines, we can boost the sustainability factor by avoiding plastic makeup brushes 
and opting for products made from alternative materials, such as bamboo, instead.   The conscious consumer will seek out sustainable 
cosmetics products, only buy what they need and make sure to use products to the bitter end once they are within their expiry periods.  
In addition, when it is time to take your makeup off, you can avoid single-use cotton pads and balls or disposable makeup wipes by 
turning to the myriad reusable makeup remover pads that are coming onto the market.   Often made from organic cotton, reusable 
makeup remover pads can be used with micellar water or your own homemade makeup remover solution and are machine-washable 
after use.

In the bathroom
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Consumer Choice investigates the benefits of 
supporting local producers and asks whether 
consumers should make the move to shop 
locally in 2020. 

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes 

At a glance
• Local producers
• Value and quality
• Community benefits 

Why Shop Locally for 2020? 

travel too far before finding some locally 
produced or grown food – whether it be 
farmers selling vegetables or fruit, meat 
producers, bee keepers producing honey, 
jam makers, bakers, cheese producers 
and more.  Purchasing food locally 
has been shown to be a growing trend 
amongst consumers in Ireland and the 
UK, according to Bord Bia’s PERIscope 
report, with seven out of ten adults stating 
that they consider buying local produce 
to be important when shopping for food.   
The main reasons as to why buying local 
produce was considered important was 
higher quality of food, better health 
benefits and better traceability as well as 
reduction in carbon footprint through the 
decreased need for transportation of food.  
A further survey on the topic carried out 
among leading Irish restaurant owners and 
chefs from around Ireland has shown that 
70% of those surveyed have increased the 
amount of local ingredients used in their 
restaurants in recent years.  In addition, 
85% of restaurant owners surveyed feel 
that their business has improved because 
of their transparency regarding sourcing 
ingredients. 

  Buying food locally is also 
considered to be the ethical choice 
given the impact on our environment 
of buying out-of-season produce such 
as strawberries in winter or consuming 
carrots that have been flown from the 
other side of the world wrapped in plastic.  
When we shop locally for food, it is much 
more likely that a large percentage of the 
produce has had a short field-to-fork 
journey and we are supporting local 
farmers and protecting local farms along 
the way. 
  Local produce encompasses 
more than food.  In fact, local crafts that 
are so often rooted in generations of 
tradition and skill as well as frequently 
made from locally sourced raw materials 
can make for wonderful one-off purchases.  
Such products can involve high-level 
design and skills, may be handcrafted 
and are frequently great value for money, 
making them excellent gifts.  Local shops 
that support local artists and designers 
can really produce excellent finds.  Building 
relationships with local businesses can 
lead to informal discounts, personally 
tailored service and friendships that will 

When we consider shopping locally we may 
support it in theory but find it difficult to 
get out there and put our money where 
our mouth is.  The convenience of online 
shopping and of large commercial chains 
where all you need is under the one roof 
can be very difficult to be prised away 
from.  There are numerous benefits, 
however, to supporting the independent 
retailer.  These benefits are far reaching 
for you personally in the quality of product 
that is available to you, the customer 
service provided, the strong connections 
that are nurtured and the great impact that 
supporting locally has on your community - 
the retention and creation of employment, 
the continuation of tradition and local 
skill, and the circulation of cash in the 
community and in local service.  A thriving 
town means increased property prices and 
tourism.  Consumer Choice considers the 
value of supporting local in 2020. 

Local producers
If we start small and consider what is 
available to purchase locally we can be 
confident that, in every town and village 
across Ireland, consumers do not have to 

Money/Shopping local
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beat your club points or reward card any 
day.  The personal touch can lead to the 
business finding you what you want as 
opposed to what they want to sell to you. 
  We are all guilty of being blinded 
by a bargain provided by major retailers 
who have the luxury of taking advantage 
of economies of scale and who can afford 
to cut prices.  If, however, we do not use 
the bargain product, then it is a waste of 
money.  Very often local retailers will let 
you sample a product before purchasing, 
helping you to make the correct choice. 

Community benefits 
When we buy local, more money stays 
in our community.  Research carried out 
by the New Economics Foundation, a 
London-based think tank, compared the 
difference between consumers shopping 
for produce at a supermarket versus a 
local farmers’ market and it found that 
twice the money stayed in the community 
when consumers shopped locally, meaning 
that those purchases were twice as 
efficient in sustaining and building the 
local economy.  The research compares 
money in the community to blood in a 
human body and describes the need for 
money, like blood, to keep moving around 
to keep the economy going.  Spending 
money in supermarkets, non-locally owned 
utilities and online has been compared to 
a wound haemorrhaging blood.  Buying 
local enhances the circulation of money in 
your community. As money passes through 
more hands more quickly, more people 
have the benefit of the money.  Unlike when 
purchasing at a chain store, the profits for 
local businesses are very likely to be low 
with greater proportions of sales revenue 
being spent on supplies, advertising, 
employees and rent - all of which puts the 
money right back into the community. 

  Shopping locally may not 
mean obtaining all purchases locally but 
rather supporting producers that have 
innovative products.  Producers with 
local knowledge of their market often 
add a creative element that result in the 
product becoming superior to what is 
available in supermarkets or chain stores 
- for example, using locally sourced and 
often higher quality materials.  Certain 
communities will have strengths in the 
production of certain goods based on 
locally available raw materials and/or 
tradition.  It is these products that are 
produced locally that consumers should 
seek to support as they are very likely to 
get a superior quality than what may be on 
offer at larger retail outlets.  Communities 
cannot be expected to become completely 
self sufficient but supporting what a 
community does well can increase the 
strength of the community through 
stronger employment growth, stronger 
local relationships and the circulation of 
money through the community. 
  We must also consider the fact 
that what we do not use we lose and this 
is certainly the case with local traditional 
skills.  When we excessively import at the 
expense of domestic manufacturing, we 
lose the skills and knowhow that are so 
valuable to a community that may have 
been built up over many generations.  
On top of the loss of these skills and 
tradition is the reliance on external factors 
that becomes increased, as does our 
vulnerability to external economic forces, 
which influence price and availability of 
products. 
  As consumers, we should, before 
making a purchase, ask ourselves who 
is benefiting from this?  Perhaps we are 
getting lower prices on the face of it, but 
truly what is the benefit to us and to our 
community?  Do we want our local shops 
to remain open, to pay rates to our local 
council?  Do we want to retain employment 
levels and even increase employment 
locally?  Do we want improved quality and

 selection of locally produced goods?  It is 
our money that we are spending and it is 
within our reach to ask the question:  who 
is benefiting from this purchase that I am 
making? 
   So many of us have a false 
sense of security that we are getting the 
absolute best deals online and through 
advertising through TV and radio, and this, 
coupled with a perception that local shops 
and businesses are overly expensive, is 
creating a situation where we may in fact 
be missing out on competitive prices and 
often higher quality and service.  Challenge 
yourself to find out what is available to you 
locally before going online to search for 
deals. 
  A major strength of local 
businesses is the creation of originality 
and individuality in a world of chain stores 
and mass production.  Where fast fashion 
dominates, independent retailers give 
us the gift of variety and quality.  Original 
design helps to challenge us and to 
question what we consume so regularly 
from chain stores.  Independent designers 
and retailers help us to shape our identity 
and the identity of our community.  Cities, 
towns and villages that offer unique and 
vibrant shops help attract tourists and, as 
a consequence, create more employment 
and independence for that community.  
Independent businesses are unsung 
heroes in our communities, as are the 
consumers who support them. 
  Challenge yourself for 2020 - can 
you become the consumer that supports 
local business? What unique quality 
product or service does your community 
have to offer?  Can you test some food 
produce available in your area?  Can you 
commit to looking at local craft for gift 
ideas for 2020?   Local produce may be 
better value than you think, particularly in 
the knowledge that you are contributing to 
your local community in so many ways. 
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Consumer Choice 
considers the  
pressing question of 
which steam irons 
are the best  
performers.

In terms of ironing, people generally fall 
into three categories:  those who never 
iron at all, those who iron a little and often 
and those who settle in for lengthy ironing 
sessions once a week or so. Although 
there are some people who derive 
pleasure and satisfaction from turning a 
crumpled laundry heap into a perfectly 
pressed pile, there are others who loath 
the thought of this repetitive and tedious 
household chore. Anti-ironers can largely 
avoid the task by carefully choosing 
clothes made from non-iron or wrinkle-
free fabrics or folding all their garments 
neatly as they come out of the dryer and 
are still warm. Sometimes, however, 
ironing is a necessary evil – such as when 
laundry baskets are overflowing with 
school uniforms and work shirts.  Those 
who do iron should make sure to invest 
in a good steam iron or steam generator 
iron that will speed up the job and ensure 
perfect pressing with minimum effort.  So 
which steam irons currently on the market 
can tackle the task in double-quick time 
and which features will help to simplify 
your laundry routine?  Consumer Choice 
considers these pressing questions.

PRODUCT TESTS  / Steam Irons     

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue

At a glance
• Features to look for
• Six Choice Buys

Steam Irons

Features to look for
A traditional steam iron is all that most 
of us require for our ironing needs but 
those who regularly engage in marathon 
ironing sessions may like to invest in a 
steam generator iron.  Also known as 
continuous steam irons, steam generator 
irons consist of a familiar-looking iron 
unit connected by a tube to a separate 
base unit that the iron sits on. This base 
unit typically houses a generously-sized 
water tank and creates large quantities 
of pressurised steam - thus these 
appliances tend to be more powerful 
than traditional steam irons, providing 
a greater volume of steam and higher 
steam pressure.  They require refilling 
less frequently and, because the water 
is housed separately, these irons tend 
to be lighter and less tiring to use than 
traditional steam irons.  However, a steam 
generator iron is bulkier to store as well 
as being generally more expensive, so 
you need to be sure that you will benefit 
sufficiently from its extra ironing power 
before you make that investment.  Also, 
if you often find yourself in a hurry to iron 
just a couple of items before you rush out 
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to work, a steam generator may not be 
your ideal solution as these appliances 
usually take longer to heat up than 
traditional steam irons.  Once you have 
decided whether you are in need of a 
steam generator iron or if a regular steam 
iron will suffice, there are some factors 
and features to look for that will take the 
pain out of pressing.  Here a just a few to 
consider: 

Iron weight
A lighter iron is easier to move around 
but requires more downward pressure, 
whereas a heavier iron needs less 
pressure but is harder to move and lift, 
especially when the tank is full.  The 
more steam produced, however, the 
less muscle power should be needed for 
pressing.   Before buying, see how heavy 
the iron is, factoring in the additional 
weight of a full tank of water, and consider 
if it is suitable for your needs.   

Soleplates
Whereas some soleplates are made of 
stainless steel, others are non-stick or 
ceramic, which manufacturers claim will 
make them glide more smoothly over 
fabric.  Non-stick soleplates are easier to 
keep clean than stainless steel but you 
need to be careful not to scratch them 
with buttons and zips or with abrasive 
cleaning products, as this will affect their 
gliding ability.  The shape of the soleplate 
is also important, as a thin soleplate will 
allow the iron to slip easily under buttons 
and a tapered tip will facilitate precision 
pressing of pleats and collars.

Handle
The handle should be comfortable to hold 
for extended periods, with both the shape 
of the handle and the material it is made 
from coming into play here.  Generally, 
rubberised grips are preferable to hard 
plastic handles as these can get slippery 
as the steam builds up.

Controls
The controls should be positioned so that 
they are easy to see and adjust as needed 
for a seamless ironing experience.   A 
variable steam function lets you modify 
the steam levels, reducing the amount of 
steam for sensitive fabrics and increasing 
it for tougher textiles like denim.    For 
particularly stubborn creases, it is useful 
to have a spray button that will emit a jet 
of water or a steam shot function that 
adds a targeted steam boost – and the 
more easily accessed these features are 
the better.  Steam triggers placed under 
the handle can be particularly easy to 
operate with your ironing hand.

Water tank
The water tank should ideally be 
generously sized so that it will not require 
refilling too often during an ironing 
session.  It is also useful if the maximum 
water level is clearly visible and easy to 
gauge and the hole is wide enough for 
filling to help avoid water spewing back 
out.

Cord length
Longer power cords give you more options 
in terms of where you can position your 
ironing board though they can be untidy 

when it comes to storing your iron.  Thus, 
it is useful if the iron has a specially 
designed heel that lets you wrap the cord 
around and a clip to keep it in position for 
neat storage.

Self-cleaning function
Many of us use tap water in our irons 
but this can lead to limescale build-up 
that will impair the function of the device 
over time, clogging the steam valve and 
soleplate holes and preventing the iron 
from steaming at full capacity.  To prevent 
limescale forming, some irons come with 
a built-in limescale filter or removable 
anti-calcium cartridge and these are 
particularly useful if you live in a hard-
water area.  In addition, some irons have a 
self-cleaning function that allows you to 
set the iron to quickly and easily remove 
limescale deposits to keep your iron in 
tiptop condition.

Anti-drip function
An anti-drip system is a handy feature 
that prevents water dribbling from the 
steam vents in the soleplate during 
ironing, especially at low temperatures, 
potentially staining the fabric.

Automatic shut-off feature
An automatic shut-off function is a useful 
safety feature for those of us who are 
forgetful or easily distracted.  This will 
switch the iron off when it has not been 
moved for a while - often after 30 seconds 
if it has been left face down and after 8-15 
minutes if it has been left on its heel in an 
upright position.

Garment steamers
An alternative to a steam iron or an additional device for those dedicated to eliminating wrinkles from all types of fabrics, garment 
steamers are increasingly appearing on the market.   These devices are touted as being ideal for items that may be difficult to 
manhandle onto an ironing board – for example, curtains, a heavy coat or a wedding dress – as the steamer can work with hanging 
items.  Manufacturers claim that they offer a quick fix for creases when you don’t have time for regular ironing and that these 
devices represent an alternative to costly dry-cleaning for delicate items.  Handheld garment steamers are designed to be light 
and portable for either quick touch-ups or taking on your travels, whereas upright steamers are more heavy-duty machines with a 
large base that incorporates a water tank and a telescopic pole for hanging clothes up while steaming.    Our UK colleagues at Which 
have tried out a number of garment steamers, both handheld and upright, and found that some devices are better than others but 
that, overall, results are disappointing.  Despite being touted as being ultra convenient, these machines can be a little tricky to use, 
either due to their heavy weight, the need for frequent refilling of the water tank or because the steam trigger requires constant 
pressing to work.  Heavy-duty creases may be too tough for these devices to tackle and the added weight of an iron may be needed.  
Moreover, garment steamers cannot finesse edges, collars or between buttons in the same way that a good steam iron can.  It is also 
important to note that these devices, especially upright models, use a lot of steam so that they generally leave clothes too damp to 
wear immediately – thus, a little forward planning might be needed if you want to refresh an outfit for wearing that evening.  At the 
end of the day, taking out the ironing board and tackling the job with a good steam iron will not necessarily be more onerous than 
using a garment steamer and may produce better results.  In addition, many irons today offer vertical steaming via the steam boost 
button, allowing you to steam garments while hanging up, so these can provide a similar type of quick touch-up if you’re in a rush for 
your outfit or if you want to refresh curtains in situ.  Generally speaking, steam generator irons offer better vertical steaming than 
traditional steam irons.
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Ironing performance 

Ease of use 


The Choice Buy Philips Azur GC4537/86 steam iron turns in an 
excellent performance, gliding easily over all fabric types and 
eliminating all manner of creases as it goes.  Thanks to a strong 
continuous steam output, this iron quickly vanquishes wrinkles and 
more stubborn creases are effectively dealt with using the powerful 
200g steam boost. The manufacturer’s SteamGlide soleplate moves 
smoothly and effortlessly over fabric and is slim enough to slip 
easily under buttons with a thin tip that is ideal for tackling tricky 
pleats and collars. Those living in hard-water areas will particularly 
appreciate this iron’s resistance to limescale build-up even when 
you use water from your tap and a quick calc-release system is 
provided that claims to wash away limescale in less than 15 seconds, 
with testers finding that this device is indeed very straightforward 
to clean. Testers found the handle can get a little slippery and 
uncomfortable during lengthy ironing sessions and a long 2.5 metre 
cord is provided, though with no clip to hold it in place it may be 
untidy to store.

1. Philips Azur GC4537/86 €81 
The Choice Buy Philips GC2994/29 comes from the manufacturer’s 
PowerLife range and does an excellent job of steaming through 
creases to deliver perfect pressing. The SteamGlide ceramic 
soleplate ensures that this steam iron glides fluidly and effortlessly 
over fabric and, with a high resistance to scratches, Philips claims 
that it will last four times longer than its other non-stick soleplates. 
This iron pumps out plenty of steam to vanquish wrinkles and a 
steam boost function is on hand to tackle particularly stubborn 
creasing.  What’s more, with a large 318ml water tank, you should 
be able to get lots of ironing done before having to refill it.   With 
excellent limescale resistance, this iron will not diminish in 
steaming performance over time, and an effective self-clean 
function is provided for removing any limescale build-up that may 
be clogging the system. The power cord is a generous 2.5 metres 
long, so you won’t need to set up your ironing board too near a 
socket. Testers found that the handle can get slippery to hold, 
however, once the steam really gets going. 

2. Philips GC2994/29 €90 

Another excellent steam iron from the Dutch manufacturer, the 
Choice Buy Philips Azur GC4532/26 will do a great job of pressing 
your clothes to produce a flawless finish. For a mid-range price, 
this steam iron will deliver first-class steaming performance to 
quickly and easily do away with creases with not too much effort 
on your part.  Good amounts of steam are produced continuously 
and a steam boost function is provided when a little extra oomph is 
needed.  Both the steam trigger and spray button are well positioned 
for easy access as you iron and the soleplate not only glides fluidly 
over fabrics but is pretty scratch resistant to ensure smooth 
performance over time. In tests, this Philips model demonstrated 
impressive limescale resistance and a quick calc release system 
is provided for fast and simple removal of limescale build-up to 
maintain steam levels.  As with most other models, this device allows 
for vertical steaming to refresh curtains or clothes that are hanging 
up. This is a fairly heavy model though, weighing 2kg, so some may 
find longer ironing sessions tiring on the arms.

3. Philips Azur GC4532/26 €50
Pricey for a steam iron, the Choice Buy Tefal Ultimate Pure FV9830 
delivers plenty of features plus great performance for your money.  
This Tefal model heats up fast and its steam output is seriously 
impressive, helping you blitz through your ironing and, for the most 
stubborn of wrinkles, a spray button or a 240g steam shot can be 
triggered to blast them away. To maintain these powerful steam 
levels, an anti-calc valve helps to prevent limescale build-up and a 
MicroScale filter helps avoid staining your clean clothes by filtering 
any limescale debris from the steam.  The AirGlide soleplate slides 
effortlessly at higher temperatures – though it is less smooth on 
the lowest setting – and it is very scratch resistant. Forgetful types 
will appreciate the automatic shut-off feature that will turn the 
iron off if it is left immobile for a time.   The longer-than-average 
3-metre cord does not tie you too closely to a socket and a clip 
holds the cord in place for neat storage.  This is a heavy iron to use, 
however, especially when the large 400ml water tank is full. 

4. Tefal Ultimate Pure FV9830 €120 

Ironing performance 

Ease of use 


Ironing performance 

Ease of use 


Ironing performance 

Ease of use 
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The Choice Buy Philips GC4902/26 Azur does a super job of 
blasting through deep creases with ease, cutting down on time 
and effort spent ironing.   This Philips model pumps out plentiful 
continuous steam for smoothing out crumpled clothing with the 
minimum of effort and a 220g steam boost can be used to eliminate 
deeper creases on tougher fabrics like denim.   The manufacturer’s 
SteamGlide Elite soleplate is adept at ensuring smooth gliding over 
all fabric types and in tests it proved to be very scratch resistant, so 
it should keep gliding effortlessly for a long time.  The edges of the 
soleplate could be slimmer for slipping under tight buttons but the 
tip is nicely thin for getting into tight corners and perfecting pleats.  
Those in hard water areas will not have to worry about limescale 
build-up on this iron thanks to the effective calc collector and a 
quick calc release system for easy cleaning.   Useful features include 
vertical steaming and an automatic shut-off function that turns the 
iron off after it is left eight minutes on its heel or 30 seconds laid flat.

5. Philips GC4902/26 Azur €60 
The most affordable iron in our current batch, the Choice Buy 
Braun TexStyle 3 SI3041 GR delivers good value for money alongside 
great ironing results on different fabrics.  Those who are on the 
lookout for a light model that will not be too tiring to manoeuvre 
during lengthy ironing sessions should consider this Braun 
model, which weighs 1.5kg with a full tank of water.  The tank, 
however, only holds a fairly modest 269ml, so this may mean more 
frequent trips to the sink to refill it.  Not only is it lightweight, but 
it glides easily in all directions, including backwards, thanks to the 
FreeGlide 3D soleplate, which is nicely scratch resistant, and the 
steam output is plentiful to help blitz through creases and wrinkles.   
This iron is highly effective at preventing limescale build-up and 
an impressive descaling function does a thorough job of flushing 
out limescale.  The manufacturer recommends descaling every 
fortnight, so some maintenance is needed to keep this steam 
iron performing to its best.  It is important to note that there is no 
automatic shut-off feature on this Braun model.

6. Braun TexStyle 3 SI3041 GR €40

Ironing performance 

Ease of use 


Ironing performance 

Ease of use 


Choice Buy steam generator iron
Those who like to settle in for lengthy ironing 
sessions – perhaps in front of the TV on a 
Sunday evening as they power through the 
week’s laundry pile – might like to opt for a hard-
working steam generator iron.   Although there 
are no steam generator irons among our current 
batch of Choice Buys, one previous Choice Buy 
from our 2017 test remains readily available in 
Irish shops.   Though undeniably pricey at €350, 
the Philips GC9630/20 PerfectCare Elite is a 
high-end steam generator that should serve to 
reduce time and effort spent ironing.  The iron 
itself is extremely light, so will be less tiring on 
the arms during marathon ironing sessions, and 
it pumps out plenty of steam for sorting out all 
manner of crinkles and creases.  The soleplate 
scored top marks in our scratch resistance 
tests and glides effortlessly over fabrics, while 
being thin enough to slide neatly under buttons. The manufacturer touts its OptimalTemp technology as eliminating 
the need to change temperature settings no matter what the fabric type.  The water tank is very generously sized and 
can be detached for ease of filling.  The appliance is also easy to clean, with an indicator light to tell you when a little 
maintenance is due and a limescale filter and anti-calc collector to cut down on limescale build-up in hard water areas.  
Other features on this impressive device include an anti-shine function, a carry handle and automatic shut-off after ten 
minutes if the iron is left on its heel.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Euro NCAP Test Results 2019

Demonstrating the 
success of Euro 
NCAP’s testing 
programme in raising 
safety standards, 
around 75% of cars 
assessed in 2019 
achieved impressive 
five-star ratings.

Euro NCAP Test Results 2019

At a glance
• Euro NCAP tests
• Best in class 2019

For more than 20 years, the European New 
Car Assessment Programme, Euro NCAP, 
has been testing the safety standards of 
new cars as they come onto the market 
to provide consumers with independent 
and objective ratings so they can make 
an informed decision on how safe these 
vehicles will be to drive.  In operation 
since 1997, Euro NCAP goes beyond 

minimum legal testing requirements to 
create crash scenarios that represent 
real-life incidents to see how the most 
popular cars in Europe respond and 
gauge the level of protection they 
provide.   Supported and funded by a 
number of European governments and 
motoring and consumer organisations 
- including International Consumer 
Research and Testing (ICRT), to which 
the Consumers’ Association of Ireland 
is affiliated - Euro NCAP’s tests have 
developed over the years to take account 
of new innovations in safety technology 
and standards have become increasingly 
stringent.  A key aim of the programme 
has always been to incentivise car 
manufacturers to incorporate significant 
safety improvements into new vehicle 
design, and the 2019 test results 
demonstrate that new models are rising 
to the challenge of delivering maximum 
protection both for occupants and 
other road users as well as introducing 
advanced technologies to enhance 
driving safety.

The tests
It is not possible for Euro NCAP to test 
every new car and all model variants 
that come onto the market so, instead, 
a selection is made each year of the 
most popular and interesting models.  
These vehicles will already be on sale or 
about to become available, and the test 
models are either bought anonymously 
from car dealers or, for cars not yet on 
sale, are selected at random from a 

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
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manufacturing plant and brought to test 
laboratories.
  Euro NCAP’s overall star rating 
is based on the evaluation of four key 
areas of vehicle safety: Adult Occupant 
Protection (for drivers and passengers), 
Child Occupant Protection, Vulnerable 
Road Users Protection (formerly 
Pedestrian Protection) and Safety Assist 
technologies.  The Adult Occupant 
Protection score is determined using 
frontal impact, side impact and whiplash 
tests to evaluate the protection of the 
adult driver and passengers offered by 
the vehicle.  The assessment of Child 
Occupant Protection covers three 
aspects: the protection offered by the 
child restraint systems in frontal and 
side impact tests; the vehicle’s ability to 
accommodate child restraints of various 
sizes and designs; and the availability of 
provisions for safe transport of children 
in the car.  As well as assessing how 
well cars protect their occupants, Euro 
NCAP tests how well they protect those 
vulnerable road users – pedestrians 
and cyclists – with whom they might 
collide.  Cars can gain additional points 
if they have an autonomous emergency 
braking (AEB) system that recognises 
pedestrians and cyclists.   Finally, 
the Safety Assist score is determined 
from tests to the most important 
driver assist technologies - such as 
speed assistance, lane support and 
autonomous emergency braking - that 
support safe driving to avoid accidents 
and mitigate injuries.  Euro NCAP tests 
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system functionality and performance 
during both normal driving and in typical 
accident scenarios.
  Since 2016, car manufacturers 
can opt to benefit from a ‘dual rating 
system’.   In current tests, a car’s star 
rating is based on a vehicle fitted 
only with safety equipment that is 
standard across the entire model range 
throughout the EU.  All cars on our 
main table below have been assessed 
with standard safety equipment only 
and the best-in-class designations are 
based solely on these ratings.  However, 
in addition to the standard safety 
equipment rating, car manufacturers 
can choose to avail of a second rating 
that takes account of the benefits of 
safety equipment that are offered as 
an add-on option to consumers.  These 
additional safety technologies must be 
offered on all versions, available in all 
markets and sold in significant numbers.  
Euro NCAP introduced the second rating 
in recognition of the fact that some 
technologies are expensive and so it 
may not be possible for manufacturers 
to include them as standard equipment 
across the model range and, at the same 
time, keep costs affordable.   Thus, 
the dual rating allows the benefits 
provided by these safety add-ons to 
be assessed and enables consumers 
to see the improvement in safety that 
can be achieved by the additional 
crash avoidance equipment.  Often, the 
crash avoidance system incorporates 
autonomous emergency braking (AEB), 
including pedestrian/cyclist-detecting 
auto-brake systems, which alerts 
drivers to an imminent crash, helping 
them to use the maximum braking 
capacity of the car and even applying 
the brakes - if the driver fails to - should 
the situation become critical.   A table 
that shows the ratings achieved by the 
four cars in 2019 that opted for a second 
rating with their safety packs installed 
is provided below and shows how the 
addition of the safety packs increases 
these models’ scores, pushing them 
up from four stars to coveted five-star 
status. 

Best in class 2019 
In all, 2019 was a very busy year for Euro 
NCAP, which assessed 55 cars, with a 
whopping total of 41 - or around 75% - 
achieving the top accolade of a five-star 
rating.   These results make 2019 one 
of the most impressive years on record 
since Euro NCAP began evaluating the 
consumer safety of cars on the European 
market.   
  Mercedes-Benz kept its crown

as the best performer in the small 
family car category, this time with the 
CLA, the sporty alternative to 2018’s 
best-in-class winner, the A-Class Sedan.   
The CLA managed to score over 90% 
in three of the four areas of safety and 
was awarded the best overall rating 
of the year.   Mercedes-Benz had an 
exceptional year, launching five other 
models across the different categories, 
each of which garnered a five-star 
rating and all boasting outstanding 
crash protection and driver assistance 
technology. 
  Another strong performer 
in 2019 was Tesla.  In the large 
off-road category, the Tesla Model X 
outperformed its rivals with the Seat 
Tarraco coming in second place.   In 
addition, the Tesla Model 3 is top of the 
hybrid and electric category and, in the 
large family car category, it ties for the 
top spot with BMW’s 3 Series.  The two 
cars performed equally well, with the 
BMW scoring better in protection of 
vulnerable road users while the Tesla 
impressed in the Safety Assist ratings. 
  In the combined small off-road/
small MPV category, Subaru wins with 
the new Forester, which scored strongly 
across the board, though Mazda’s CX-30 
and VW’s T-Cross were hot on its heels, 
following closely behind.   Although 
Mazda missed out on the top spot here, 
the manufacturer enjoyed an excellent 
year, and the Mazda 3 was runner up 
to the Mercedes-Benz CLA in the small 
family car category with an exceptional 
performance in adult occupant 
protection. 
  In the 2018 ratings, the 
supermini class failed to produce any 
five-star candidates but 2019 saw a 
total of five high achievers and a tie 
for the top position.   The sporty Audi 
A1 drew with the top-selling Renault 
Clio, and both cars have been among 
Europe’s most popular hatchbacks for 
years.  Their newest versions for 2019 
performed equally well in tests, with 
newcomer Ford Puma coming in as 

runner-up in this category.   
  The supermini segment 
continues to be the most competitive 
in the market, with models achieving 
three, four and five stars, and Euro NCAP 
notes that the winners in this class 
deserve extraordinary credits for their 
uncompromising stance on safety.   Euro 
NCAP also gives a special mention to the 
outstanding performance of the BMW 
Z4, the only roadster tested in 2019, 
which undoubtedly has set a new safety 
benchmark for the category. 
  The results and ratings for 
the best-in-class vehicles and other 
cars tested in 2019 are featured on 
our table below.  When viewing these 
results, please note that Euro NCAP 
ratings strictly apply to vehicles of 
the specifications offered in Europe.  
These ratings do not necessarily apply 
to models on sale in other regions, 
even if they carry an identical name, 
as production specifications and 
equipment may vary.  Not all the tested 
models on our table are currently readily 
available in Ireland.  It should be noted 
that, as the Euro NCAP star rating goes 
beyond the legal requirements, a car 
that achieves a low number of stars is 
not necessarily unsafe, but it is not as 
safe as its competitors that were rated 
better.  Those in the market for a new 
car and looking for the safest options 
available should take note of those 
vehicles that garnered a five-star rating, 
achieving Choice Buy status.   For more 
information on any of the models tested, 
go to www.euroncap.com.  In addition, 
the site offers a ‘How Safe Is Your Car?’ 
online tool to allow users to enter the 
make and model of their current car to 
see how it fared in Euro NCAP tests in 
recent years.

Table 1: The results achieved by the four models in 2019 that opted for a second rating with their 
safety packs installed under the dual rating system.

 Model Safety pack name Adult Occupant 
Protection rating %

Child Occupant 
Protection rating %

Vulnerable Road 
Users  rating %

Safety Assist 
rating %

Overall Euro NCAP 
rating

Peugeot 2008 Safety Plus Pack 93 84 73 73 

DS 3 Crossback
Active Safety 

Brake
96 86 64 76 

Kia Ceed 
Advanced  

Driving  
Assistance Pack

88 85 68 73 

Citroen C5 
Aircross 

Safety+ Pack 89 86 67 82 
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS                      TEST PERFORMANCE

Price from (€) Model tested Body type Kerb weight (kg) Adult Occupant Protec-
tion rating %

Child Occupant Protec-
tion rating %

Vulnerable Road Users  
rating %

Safety Assist rating % Overall Euro NCAP rating

Supermini

Audi A1 24,650 Audi A1 sportback 5 door hatchback 1105 95 85 73 80 

Renault Clio 16,990 Renault Clio Zen 1.0 TCe 100, LHD 5 door hatchback 1110 96 89 72 75 

Ford Puma 24,299 Ford Puma 5 door SUV 1314 94 84 77 74 

VW Golf 24,995
VW Golf, 1.5 petrol 'Comfortline', 

LHD
5 door hatchback 1316 95 89 76 78 

BMW 1 Series 33,253 BMW 118i, LHD 5 door hatchback 1480 83 87 76 72 

Peugeot 208 18,300
Peugeot 208 1.2L Puretech 75, 

LHD
5 door hatchback 1053 91 86 56 71 

Opel/Vauxhall Corsa 17,975 Opel Corsa 1.2 'Edition', LHD 5 door hatchback 1055 84 86 66 69 

VW e-up! 12,750 VW e-up! 'Move Up', LHD 5 door hatchback 1164 81 83 46 55 

Skoda Citigo 11,550 VW e-up! 'Move Up', LHD 5 door hatchback 1164 81 83 46 55 

Seat Mii 13,835 VW e-up! 'Move Up', LHD 5 door hatchback 1164 81 83 46 55 

Small family car

Mercedes-Benz CLA 34,850
Mercedes-Benz CLA 180, AMG 

Line, LHD
4 door saloon 1395 96 91 91 75 

Mazda 3 28,320 Mazda 3 2.0 petrol, LHD 5 door hatchback 1346 98 87 81 73 

Škoda Scala 21,475
Škoda Scala 1.0 TSI "Ambition", 

LHD
5 door hatchback 1138 97 87 81 76 

Ford Focus 22,805 Ford Focus 1.0 'Trend', LHD 5 door hatchback 1312 96 87 72 75 

Toyota Corolla 26,390 Toyota Corolla Hatchback 1.8, LHD 5 door hatchback 1400 95 84 86 77 

MG ZS EV na MG ZS EV, LHD 5 door SUV 1491 90 85 64 70 

SsangYong Korando 28,999
SsangYong Korando 1.6 diesel, 

LHD
5 door SUV 1728 88 85 68 74 

Kia Ceed 22,825 Kia Ceed 1.4T-GDI 'EX', LHD 5 door hatchback 1240 88 85 52 68 

Large family car

Tesla Model 3 48,900
Tesla Model 3 Long Range RWD, 

LHD
4 door saloon 1760 96 86 74 94 

BMW 3 Series 46,065 BMW 320d, LHD 4 door saloon 1530 97 87 87 76 

Škoda Octavia 25,450
Škoda Octavia Combi 1.5 TSI 

"Ambition", LHD
 5 door estate 1313 92 88 73 79 

Ford Mondeo 32,580
Ford Mondeo 2.0 diesel 'Titanium' 

Estate, LHD
 5 door estate 1852 96 87 70 73 

Executive 

Porsche Taycan 115,375
Porsche Taycan 4S Performance 

Battery, LHD
4 door saloon 2162 85 83 70 73 

Large MPV  (multi-purpose vehicle)

Seat Alhambra 46,995 VW Sharan 1.4 'Comfortline', LHD 5 door MPV 1709 89 78 59 62 

Volkswagen Sharan 43,750 VW Sharan 1.4 'Comfortline', LHD 5 door MPV 1709 89 78 59 62 

(G
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS TEST PERFORMANCE

Price from (€) Model tested Body type Kerb weight (kg) Adult Occupant  
Protection rating %

Child Occupant  
Protection rating %

Vulnerable Road Users  
rating %

Safety Assist  
rating %

Overall Euro  
NCAP rating

Small off-roader/small MPV (multi-purpose vehicle)

Subaru Forester 45,545 Subaru Forester 2.0i-L EyeSight 5 door SUV 1678 97 91 80 78 

Mazda CX-30 29,595 Mazda CX-30 2.0 petrol, LHD 5 door SUV 1420 99 86 80 77 

VW T-Cross 23,195 VW T-Cross 1.0 petrol 'Life', LHD small SUV 1204 97 86 81 80 

Lexus UX 48,550 Lexus UX 250h, LHD 5 door SUV 1580 96 85 82 77 

Mercedes-Benz B Class 32,800 Mercedes-Benz B 180 - Progressive Line, LHD 5 door MPV 1405 96 90 78 75 

Mercedes-Benz EQC 89,450 Mercedes-Benz EQC 400 4MATIC - AMG Line 5 door SUV 2495 96 90 75 75 

Škoda Kamiq 21,300 Škoda Kamiq 1.0 petrol 'Ambition', LHD 5 door hatchback 1156 96 85 80 76 

Renault Captur 21,995 Renault Captur 1.0 TCe, LHD 5 door hatchback 1243 96 83 75 74 

Range Rover Evoque 42,845
Range Rover Evoque R Dynamic 'S', 2.0 diesel, 

RHD
5 door SUV 1956 94 87 72 73 

Nissan Juke 21,995 Nissan Juke, DIG-T 117, N-Connecta, LHD 5 door hatchback 1212 94 85 81 73 

Toyota RAV4 36,900 Toyota RAV4 Hybrid AWD, LHD 5 door SUV 1730 93 87 85 77 

Ford Kuga 28,850 Ford Kuga 2.0 diesel 4x4 automatic, LHD 5 door SUV 1769 92 86 82 73 

Mercedes-Benz GLB tbc Mercedes-Benz GLB 200 - AMG-Line, LHD 5 door SUV 1555 92 88 78 74 

MG HS na MG HS 1.5 petrol, RHD 5 door SUV 1489 92 81 64 76 

Peugeot 2008 22,250 Peugeot 2008 Allure 1.2 Puretech 130, LHD 5 door SUV 1216 91 84 62 68 

Citroen C5 Aircross 26,495 Citroen C5 Aircross 1,5l Hdi Live, LHD 5 door SUV 1495 87 86 58 75 

DS 3 Crossback tbc DS 3 Crossback, 1.2 Puretech 100, LHD 5 door SUV 1199 87 86 54 63 

Jeep Cherokee na Jeep Cherokee 2.2 diesel ESS 'Limited', LHD 5 door SUV 1906 80 78 56 69 

Jeep Renegade 28,295 Jeep Renegade 1.0 'LIMITED', LHD 5 door SUV 1484 82 84 55 58 

Aiways U5 na Aiways U5, LHD 5 door SUV 1750 73 70 45 55 

Large off-roader

Tesla Model X 95,500 Tesla Model X Long Range, LHD 5 door SUV 2460 98 81 72 94 

Seat Tarraco 35,660 Seat Tarraco 1.5 TSI R4, LHD large SUV 1524 97 84 79 79 

Audi Q8 98,550 Audi Q8 50 TDI quattro, LHD 5 door SUV 2220 93 87 71 73 

Honda CR-V 33,500 Honda CR-V 2.0 Hybrid, LHD 5 door SUV 1612 93 83 70 76 

Audi Q7 86,500 Audi Q7 50 TDI quattro S line, LHD 5 door SUV 2165 92 86 71 72 

Mercedes-Benz GLE tbc
Mercedes-Benz GLE 350d 4MATIC - AMG Line, 

LHD
5 door SUV 2235 91 90 78 78 

Audi e-tron 98,810 Audi e-tron 55 quattro, LHD 5 door SUV 2565 91 85 71 76 

Mercedes-Benz G Class na Mercedes-Benz G350d, LHD 5 door SUV 2451 90 83 78 72 

Ford Explorer na Ford Explorer Plug-in Hybrid, LHD 5 door SUV 2518 87 86 61 76 

Roadster sport

BMW Z4 50,895 BMW Z4 sDrive 30i, LHD Roadster sports 1495 97 87 91 76 

Highlighted models have been awarded best-in-class status for 2019

*The rating of the Skoda CITIGO  and Seat Mii are based on tests done on the VW e-up!, with which they are almost identical.
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As hybrid and electric vehicles become more common in the marketplace and charging infrastructure improves, consumers 
may be considering one of these more environmentally friendly options for their next car purchase.  Electric vehicles and 
hybrids come in all shapes and sizes and are scattered throughout the various categories on our main table and Table 2 
gathers together these models along with the safety ratings they achieved for those exploring this option.

 Model Price from (€) Adult Occupant Protection 
rating %

Child Occupant Protection 
rating %

Vulnerable Road Users  
rating %

Safety Assist rating % Overall Euro NCAP rating

Tesla Model 3 48,900 96 86 74 94 

Tesla Model X 95,500 98 81 72 94 

Subaru Forester 45,545 97 91 80 78 

Mazda 3 28,320 98 87 81 73 

Lexus UX 48,550 96 85 82 77 

Toyota Corolla 26,390 95 84 86 77 

Toyota RAV4 36,900 93 87 85 77 

Mercedes-Benz EQC 89,450 96 90 75 75 

Audi e-tron 98,810 91 85 71 76 

Honda CR-V 33,500 93 83 70 76 

MG ZS EV na 90 85 64 70 

Ford Explorer na 87 86 61 76 

Porsche Taycan 115,375 85 83 70 73 

VW e-up! 12,750 81 83 46 55 

Skoda Citigo 11,550 81 83 46 55 

Seat Mii 13,835 81 83 46 55 

Aiways U5 na 73 70 45 55 

Table 2: Hybrid and electric vehicles
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